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About This Game

Australian trip with dingo.

Languages: English, Russian, Ukrainian, Latvian, Portuguese, French, Chinese

Take a bright and exciting adventure in Australia with dog Dingo. A fascinating and extraordinary puzzle game. Your task is to
manage the dingo dog - to move the opal stones, to blow up the boxes, to use the portals and the conveyor belts, and also the

laser installations in order to reach the checkpoint. Do not forget to collect the energetic elements in order to get achievements.
Australian Trip is a game for those who love logical puzzles. In some problems it is necessary to think outside the box and

calculate the moves in advance.

Beautiful and colorful graphics will please you. Easy and convenient controls. A lot of levels are scattered on the map of
Australia. Original music with elements of Australian Aboriginals will immerse you in the atmosphere of Australia.

Do not even think that you will pass all levels on the first try, some levels will make you think very hard. Accessible for all ages,
because the game does not require a quick reaction. Play and enjoy the trip to Australia.

Features:
✔ Addictive puzzles;

✔ The game in the sokoban genre;
✔ A game for savvy people;

✔ Beautiful graphics;
✔ Excellent controls;
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✔ For people of any age;
✔ Original Aboriginal music;

✔ Lasers, portals, bombs.

How to play:
Your task is to interact with objects and get to the checkpoint.
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Title: Australian trip
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SergioPoverony
Publisher:
SergioPoverony
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core 4 Duo or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0 compatible Sound Card

English,Russian,Ukrainian,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,French
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Don't Botter save your money. Game-ending RNG, stay away from this if you'd rather not waste time. You'll spend time
collecting a bunch of stuff only to be halfway across the galaxy and have your homeworld destroyed with no way to prevent it
unless you have a specific item. Shame because overall the game isn't too bad such as the combat mechanics.. Once upon a time
ComPet was a decent game with massive potential but now the game is abandoned and servers are closed :(. think the game is
showing great promise have really enjoyed playing it so far the updates so far all good like the looks of the roadmap showing
future developments and as early access by far and away the best i have played yes i can go farther but like the fact that its a
long term game not a 40 hour and complete game type. enjoyed my 1st months so much paid for full subscription i would
recomed to anyone who wants real life football aspects. Used to be so that you hit lvl 20 and your friends tell you to go lvl in
ToTW and then you go there and whack some legos n shiz and after a while someone in bling bling grid armor comes in with
30+ mobs and the last boss of the instance on their tail and gets you and your teammates killed. Of course you get really angry
coz you just lost all your xp towards the next level and send him some hate tells and he's just like "sry didnt c u there buddi."

After you somehow manage to avoid the trains in ToTW, you get to lvl 60 and your
cool\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665friends tell you to go to foreman's. You go there and go do the collar quest and kick
some floaters and stuff. Then the same guy in bling bling grid armor who trained you in ToTW comes running by with 10+
bloaters and Tri-Plumbo on his tail and you're like "what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mate?" and you find yourself at the
god damn reclaim terminal in The Longest Road.

So okay now that that ordeal is out of the way and you hit lvl 80 and the xp in foreman's just isn't that great anymore so you and
your great\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665buddies go and slam some borgs in mort. All is cool and chill except then some
nabcake comes running in with his twinked\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665bling bling grid armor yo'
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 superior perennium beamer yo yo whaddup nablets and starts
kill stealing all your damn borgs and now your team is getting zero xp coz your
awesome\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665friends forgot to tell you that you need to get some cred in order to get better loot
than the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665they sell in the stores.

Moral of the story: Grid armor 5\/5 armor, only need cred 2 win, train on the way, don't worry about haters, gg. The game
crashes like hell but I had fun in the 16 minutes I played.
I don't think I can recommend it though, I stopped trying to make it work properly when the game managed to crash my entire
pc and it had to reboot, not very nice.
Rome Total War works well though and it's still one of the best things ever so I suggest sticking to that.. Good Hidden-object
game.
Lots of Hidden-object scenes with a bit less amount of puzzles of any kind, some original, some challenging.
Story is good enough and atypical to this kind of games.. Yes there are a number of improvements that can be made to this
game,better customizations of vehicles(skins,lights etc) and stations,better long term playability but these are issues for the
developers to look at for future dlc or games.For the price its worth it if you want a game thats a change from shoot em ups. as
it stands now, would not recommend. It runs horrible, constantly stuttering and freezing with very long load times despite the
fact that it's creation tools are nothing but a very basic drawing tool and text editor. Also, all of the map images in the preview
appear to have been made outside of the program and imported, I feel a little disappointed as I was given the impression that
this might be someting similiar to the "inkarnate" map tool with other features built on top. It has potental, but I would not
recommend it as it is.
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DIFFERENT FORMS OF TETRIS IS ALLLLLLLLL WAYS FUN!!!!!!. I really love the concept, but it just was not executed
well.
Part placement is glitchy, controls are glitchy, and there is no explanation on what parts are and how they work.
There is no background music, just silence.
Also, placing parts has the same exact drill noise repeated over and over. It gets annoying quick.
It would also be nice to advanced to the next stage after completing one, instead of being dumped back into the menu screen.

I really wanted to enjoy this, but it needs some serious refinement.
I recorded my first impression gameplay if you want to see what I'm talking about: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aPKLoFhpj0A&feature=youtu.be. I really wanted to like this game I really did cause I
like the gimick of using your mouse to slash through stuff or a touch screen but the simple fact is they control scheme is very
poorly thought out and due to a lack of deviation in imputs for strokes and mouse position results in the control of your
character being very clunky instead of the fluid movement it should be.

In short you'll go to jump over something and end up slashing upward and falling back down only to get hit.. Either pick red or
spend hours trying to outmaneuver EVERY SINGLE opponent you meet that's not a brainless jellyfish. Same goes with the
choice between green and getting stuck at every single tunnel mission. If you want to make achievements for maxing a
monocolor sparkle at least don't make it so tedious (because let's face it, having to spend time on something doesn't necessarily
make it hard) 90% of your playerbase ragequits.. Good 2D survival\/crafting game.Controls well and has good mechanics.Fun to
play.Main thing missing is content.Maybe some kind of back story as well as current story and things that hamper surviving
would make it better. Things like animals or some mobs that you have to fight\/avoid or just watch out for would add a lot. This
could lead to more reason to have variety of weapons and a leveling up of weapons.This really is a fun game in early access
which I totallly forgot to mention....untill now.Price is not very much at all now......with proper good additions current price will
be a steal. Developers seem nice and are wanting feeedback to help advance their game.....which is usely a good sign for a early
access game in my experience. So overall I am not a professional game reviewer but I do know if I like playing a game or not
and a few things I personaly would like to see in a game.......so I like playing Faraway Islands and recommend it to all types of
gamers.........I see it getting better with a little love.. I'm a huge enthusiast for the cyperpunk genre, and a premise this unique at
$5 was hard to pass up. I definitely enjoyed my time with CyberRebeat and would recommend it to anyone who find its premise
or subject matter interesting, especially if you find it on sale like I did. However, it's also important to note that, as a VN itself,
its production quality is considerably underwhelming (though it thankfully did not deter my enjoyment as much as it may
others).

Let's start with the good though: The story is lengthy and very engaging. I found myself hooked from beginning to end and
wanting more after the credits rolled. The characters and their designs are also a plus: I felt the characters were very well-
rounded, not pulling too much (or too little) from their personality traits or backstories to leave a lasting impression on the
reader. Background art doesn't wow much but gets the job done and, similarly, the BGM is also enjoyable despite a relatively
short track list (an OST release would be a nice bonus).

Despite the good, the overall presentation of it all leaves a lot to be desired. This game only runs in 1024x576, a resolution
pretty low by 2014 standards when the game was originally released as freeware and certainly even tougher on the eyes in 2018.
In fact, several settings you'd typically find in the average VN today are totally absent: There's no way to reconfigure
keyboard\/mouse commands, resolution (as noted above) or font at all. There were also a few instances where I not only noticed
minor typos in the translation, but complete errors where the wrong character was listed as speaking as well. This happened
enough to where I become slightly frustrated at least once from having to read dialogue over to avoid confusion. Transitions
meant to break the narrative into parts were also ambiguous from time to time, but not enough to cause any real headache.

Basically, it seems like the only difference between the the freeware version and Sekai Project's release is the English
translation. I'd have love to have seen a few technical tweaks, at least...

All in all, still had tons of fun reading this one. If the material piques your interest and you can overlook the presentation
mishaps, you're in for a good time.. I love this game. I did a review on my channel. Search up dannyfinest if you want to know
about the game before buying. I highly recommend buying the game :)
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